Want A High Quality DVD Copy Of A Show?
If you, someone you know, or a family member has ever been a contestant on "Ted Mack and The
Original Amateur Hour" or if you would like to obtain a copy of one or more of the classic shows, please
send us the name of act as it appeared on the show, such as: John Brown ... or: The Teen Tones ... , etc.
If you happen to know the approximate date or home town of the act of number performed, that is also
helpful. But the actual name of the act is the most important as our archive files list every act by the
actual name they used on the show.
Most of the shows are available through our vast archives which are stored in Washington, DC at The
Library of Congress.
We are happy to provide high quality DVD copies of complete shows ... just as they first aired ...
commercials and all. (VHS tapes can also be ordered if you do not have a DVD player.) If these shows
have to be copied from the Library of Congress archives, they can be costly, but well worth the
investment to have a one-of-a-kind family treasure. If a show has already been copied through the
archives, the costs go down considerably. E-mail us for particulars on your specific needs.
All DVD's provided are done so with the explicit written understanding that they are for personal use
only and may not be duplicated for resale or commercial use in any way whatsoever.
The custom-made DVD of your episode from "Ted Mack and The Original Amateur Hour" comes in a
plastic jewel case with custom printing that includes the date, name of your act, and song title. In
addition, a print-out of the entire show rundown listing every act, commercial, etc., is included. These
custom-made DVD's are of amazing broadcast quality given their age. They are transferred by The
Library of Congress in Washington, DC (where the original films are stored) using the latest state-of-theart technology available.

